
TERM AWARE GUARD



Introduction
Rarely people read the whole data corpus of terms of
service when they sign up for companies and we came
with a solution:

The primary objective of Term Aware Guard is to simplify the
readability of Terms and Conditions, providing a summarized
version and ensuring that users are well-informed about data
privacy beforehand. The purpose of the app is to summarize
and inform users about the terms and conditions of the
companies they have signed up for. To improve the model's
performance and gather feedback, we evaluate it with the
assistance of TruLens.

.



Problem Statement
Millions of users struggle to understand the
complex legal language used in terms and

conditions (ToS) documents, leading to potential
harm and lack of informed consent.



Aim
Develop an AI-driven solution to enhance user

understanding of terms and conditions (ToS) by
simplifying complex legal language, fostering

informed consent, and promoting user
empowerment in the digital landscape.



Business Model
Free tier, when a users signs up will
summarize 4 Terms and Conditions per day

Paid tier will give unlmimited summarizes,
Analysis and Visualisation Tab, and a
summarisation tab where the user can upload
a link of the Terms and conditions and the
LLM will summarize it 



Core Technology
System Arhitecture



RAG with Langchain

Technical

For backend we set up a python programming environment.
We used DigitalOcean as provider for the platform  

TruLens

Pinecone Vector DB

Apify

Google Vertex AI

Features: 
Log in with google
Chat feature and history
Dark/light mode 

The web app with built with React and Next.js using
GCP for hosting, Firebase for storage. GCP is also
used for the usage and tuning of the model text-
bison002 provided by Google Vertex AI PaLM2

AI System



RAG
LangChain

Using RAG as the powerhouse of our app, for
our case is much more realiable as Terms
and Conditions change very often. Using
RAG to enhance the model by context not
only turns it into a specialised LLM, but we
don’t need to fine tune and retrain the model
every week, which would be highly
inneficient



Apify 
Web Scrapping We used Apify to web scrapp through 1000

pages of terms and conditions of big
companies and we have exported them in

our Pinecone Vector Database



Pinecone
VectorStore We are using Pinecone as our Vector

database where we import the context the
model needs when a query happens



Evaluation
Using TruLens

TruLens is used to measure the quality and groundedness
of our LLM providing feedback and metrics



Development 
Process
Starting from 
the micro hackathon 

We initially planned on finetuning the
textbison002 model with terms and
conditions datasets such as Claudette or
CuadV1 

We developed it fully in next.js for the micro
hackathon and then we transitioned to a
hosted VM backend as REST API which
frontend calls upon.
We did this to integrate TruLens as an
evluation tool for our LLM system 

To enhance its summarization capabilities
to an advanced level, instead of fine-tuning
on somewhat outdated data,  we employ the
RAG framework, resulting in much better
performance, without hallucinations and
with updated information



Development 
Process

Brain Storming



Future plans

Finish implementing summarise
tab, where users provide a url link
a companys’ terms and condition
and they will get a summarization
of it made by the AI. The ToS will
go back into the pipline and be
saved in the Vector Database for
future uses

Finish implementing Analisys tab,
where users can see a real time
graph or plot of the data privacy
score they have based on the
companies they’ve signed up for 



Demo
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